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bland –smooth; soothing (L) We had to read bland stories with little plot or action. 

cope – to deal with (ME; Fr; L; Grk) We learned how to cope with our difficulties in religion class. 

dupe – fool (Fr) It will be hard to trust Kerry if he will dupe everyone he meets. 

garb – clothes (Fr; I) Please wear your formal garb for the festival. 

hoax – trick (L) NBC News reported that the sensational story about the robbery was a hoax. 

*horde – crowd; tribe; swarm (Fr; G; P; U; R Turk) A horde of ants invaded the children’s picnic. 

jaunt – an excursion (OFr) A Saturday afternoon jaunt to Salinas can be educational as well as entertaining. 

*lax – slack (L) If you become lax in doing your assignments, your evaluations will reflect your lack of responsibility. 

moor – expanse of land (ME; G) Distinct from Puerto Rico’s rich tropical island, the moor we read about in Jane Eyre is harsh and dry. 

quest – search (ME; Fr; L) St. Augustine’s quest for the truth is evident is his writings. 

sage – wise (ME; Fr; L) The king brought his problems to a sage. 

smug – self-satisfied (G; OE) He looked so smug about knowing the answer. 

*wry – grimly humorous (ME; G; Grk) When the foreman makes that wry smile, he is displeased. 

blithe – lighthearted (ME; OE; G) The child has a wonderfully blithe personality. 

brunt – burden (ME) El Yunque bore the brunt of Hurricane Hugo. 

*cede – yield (Fr; L) Did you know that in 1847, there were plans for Mexico to cede New Mexico to the USA? 

*cite – to quote (ME; L) A lawyer needs to cite cases related to the issue at hand in order to back up her defense. 

*deign – to condescend (ME; Fr; L) I would not deign to comment on your behavior. 

flail – Hand threshing instrument (ME; L) In olden days in England, a flail was used as an instrument of punishment. 

flaunt – to display ostentatiously (Scand; N) We know she has money; she does not have to flaunt it. 

flay – take off the skin (ME; OE; N; Lit) Eskimos flay the caribou and use hides for garments. 

gibe – (Also jibe) to deride (Fr)  The children jibe at her because of her dirty face. 

gird – to bind (ME; OE) Gird yourself for some bad news; you did not prepare well for that exam. 
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goad – a thorn or to incite (ME; OE; Sanskrit) Fear of failure can be a goad to hard work. 

*guise – pretext (ME; Fr; G)  The king traveled throughout the land under the guise of a monk. 

shrew – ill-tempered woman (ME; OE) The girl was called a shrew because she could not control her bad temper. 

sluice – stream (ME; L) The lumbering sluice is used to transport trees. 

staunch – (Also stanch) steadfast in loyalty (ME; Fr) England is a staunch ally of the USA. 

stint – stop; restrain; period of time (ME; N) Do not stint your guests by serving little food. 

taint – to corrupt (ME; Fr; L) Be careful not to taint your reputation by disobeying required rules. 

terse – brusque (L) Give that letter a terse reply. 

thwart – frustrate (ME) Smoking can thwart your growth. 

vogue – popular (Fr) What is in vogue is not necessarily correct. 

*waive – relinquish (ME; Fr) Let’s waive the formalities and start the meeting. 

* wrest – to pull away (ME; N) The doctor tried to wrest the pen from the woman’s hand. 

abhor – loathe (ME; L) I abhor arguments. 

acclaim – applaud (L) The psalm says: We acclaim You as Lord of the Universe. 

adage – a saying (Fr; L) Her grandma cited the old adage: Do as I say not as I do. 

aloof – indifferent (ME; Du) Although she is extremely talented, Mary remained aloof to the praise of the young man. 

amends – to rectify (ME; L; Sanskrit) After a fight, you need to make amends. 

annals – chronicles (L) You can find the needed information in the annals that are in the archives. 

assess – to make a determination of value (ME; L) Your teacher will assess your progress carefully. 

benign – favorable; harmless (ME; L) Thank God, the tumor is benign. 

brochure – booklet (Fr) I made the brochure in Printshop. 

buoyant – cheerful; positive (Sp; Du) The winner was in a buoyant mood. 

cadence – beat (ME; I; L) The students clapped to the cadence of the band.  
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cascade – flow (ME; I; L) The water at El Yunque forms a cascade down the mountain. 

chronic – marked by a long duration (Fr; Grk) A chronic cough can be dangerous to your health. 

*clamber – climb awkwardly (ME; OE) The animals clamber over the rocks. 

comply – to conform (I; Sp; L) We need to comply with all regulations. 

connive – to conspire (Fr; L; OE; G) If you connive in the smuggling plan, you risk your privilege to be a part of this organization. 

convey – to communicate by gesture (ME; Fr; L) Try to use clear descriptions to convey your message. 

cynic – a fault-finding critic (MFr; L; Grk) It is difficult to work with a cynic because he always finds fault in the children’s motives. 

defile – to make unclean (ME; Fr) Insults alone cannot defile your honor as a person. 

defraud – to deprive by deception (ME; Fr; L) Land speculators tried to defraud the elderly woman of her life savings. 

denote – to stand for (MFr; L) Swollen bellies of the children in the news report denote starvation. 

devout – pious (ME; OFr; L) Is your grandma a devout Catholic? 

*disperse – to cause to break up (ME; MFr) Because of the threat of a storm, our team had to disperse at 1:00 pm. 

disrupt – to rupture (L) You disrupt the class with your laughing.  

docile – easily led (L) Be docile when your parents correct you. 

drastic – extreme (Grk) If you continue to fail tests, drastic measures will be taken. 

botch – to foul up hopelessly (ME) The typist started her projects so many times because she tends to botch the task at hand. 

breach – an infraction (ME; OE) Police arrested the gang for committing a breach of the peace within the urbanization. 

*cant – whining speech; (ME; G) During the parade, it is interesting to listen to the cant of the horses on the street as they pass by. 

carp – to find fault (ME; Scand; G) Please do not carp about our service if you are not going to give a possible solution. 

farce – satirical comedy (ME; L) The author’s new farce got very good reviews in The San Juan Star. 

gloat – to observe with malicious satisfaction (Scand; Norse) Be a good winner; do not gloat over your victory, but celebrate with your friends. 

*lapse – error or interruption (L) The time lapse of two days is too great for the students to follow the difficult lesson. 

mosque – Muslim worship center (Fr; I; Sp; Arabic) The Muslim community has built a beautiful mosque in Dorado. 
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mull – to ponder (ME; DU; E) I’ll mull over your proposal and let you know if I will accept your ideas. 

prone – tendency (ME; L) Accident prone children need to be supervised. 

purge – to clear of guilt (ME; FR; L) We were taught to purge our sins by prayer, self-discipline and sacrifice. 

qualm – feeling of uneasiness (OE; Du; G) Before mounting the plane, I felt a qualm; once aboard I was really sick. 

rift – space; fault; interval (ME; Scand: Norse) The two brothers always had a rift between them. 

*steppe – vast, level, treeless tracts in Europe (Russian) In southeastern Europe or Asia, you will observe a vast steppe as you travel by bus. 

wan – pallid (ME; OE) The patient still looks thin and wan. 

wane – decrease (ME; OE; G; L) Science teachers ask you to watch the moon wax and wane. 

wreak – to cause (ME; OE; G; L) The prediction by the weather reporter was true: That hurricane will wreak havoc on the town. 

abound – to be prevalent (ME; Fr; L) I hope your garden will abound with roses as you are planning your garden well. 

apex – uppermost point (L) The apex of the pyramid looms 80 feet above the desert. 

assert – declare positively (L) A shy person needs to assert herself if she wants to succeed in becoming a leader. 

astute- crafty (L) Be an astute planner and your projects will be successful. 

aura – luminous radiation (ME; L; G) There is an aura of warmth in the school office due to the work and supervision of the principal. 

balmy – soothing (Grk; Hebrew; Arabic) Puerto Rico has a warm and balmy climate. 

bayou – marshy area; creek (Fr; Choctaw) In Louisiana, people sing the nostalgic songs about their experiences in and around the bayou. 

bedlam – uproar (ME) There was bedlam in the town when the accident occurred. 

beguile – to engage interest (Fr; OE)  Dupe and beguile are synonyms. 

bestride – to straddle; to sit with legs apart (OE) Boys, be careful not to bestride the fallen log; you can be harmed both inside and outside the lake. 

bias – prejudice (Fr) Try to discover which character in the story has a bias against foreigners. 

bourgeois – characteristic of social middle class (Fr) The princess was rejected for marrying a bourgeois. 

buffet – a blow; a meal set out on a table (Fr) Supper will be served buffet style. 

callous – hardened (MFr; L) Years of easy living made him callous to the suffering of others. 
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canine – resembling a dog (L) I did not belong to the canine club. 

casement – window sash that opens on one side (ME; Fr) The casement of the window can also be called a sash. 

caustic – capable of destroying (L; Grk) You were punished because your answer sounded caustic. 

censure – opinion; judgment (L) The sleeping sentry received a strong censure from his commanding officer. 

clangor – resounding sound (L) The clangor of the cymbals contrasts greatly with that of the chimes. 

closure – act of closing (ME; Fr; L) The funeral service brought closure to the mourning family. 

coffer – chest; box (ME; Fr; L; Grk) A coffer of gold coins was found in the old house. 

conceive – originate (ME; Fr; L) Most of you cannot conceive living without a cell phone. 

condole – to express sorrow (L) It is important to condole with those in mourning. 

contend – struggle (ME; FR; L) I contend that you still need preparation in order to play the game well. 

convene – to summon (ME; Fr; L) The leader will convene the committee to put the issue to a vote. 

crony – close friend (Grk) My grandfather misses his crony from the orchestra. 

curtail – shorten (MFr) The moderator will curtail your privileges if you continue to act that way. 

debase – lower status of (Fr; L) Do not debase yourself by joining in group criticism. 

debut – first appearance (Fr) Fifteen-year old girls participate in their debut in Puerto Rico. 

defunct – no longer living (L) The committee for Sports 2006 is now defunct. 

demure – reserved; modest (ME) She was demure in the presence of her teacher, but brash in the presence of her peers. 

discern – to detect (ME; Fr; L) We need to discern what is the right step to take in this matter. 

dissent – differ in opinion (ME; L) If enough members of the Congress dissent, the bill opposed by the Church will not be approved. 

eject – drive out (ME; L) The eject button on the VCR is faulty. 

elite – choice part (Fr; L) We are not members of society’s elite and we are grateful for that. 

enjoin – to direct; impose by order (ME; Fr; L) Firefighters enjoin the onlookers to stand clear of the flames. 

ensue – pursue; follow (ME; FR) After heavy rains, floods ensue. 
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evade – slip away; dodge (MFr; L) You tend to evade my questions; I believe you are not telling the whole truth. 

excerpt – to select for quoting; extract (L) We studied an excerpt from Martin Luther King’s speech, I have a Dream. 

flagrant – conspicuously offensive (L) The student’s flagrant disobedience will not be tolerated. 

grimace – facial expression; negative (Fr; G; E) Responding with a grimace is not acceptable. 

indict – to charge with a fault (ME; Fr) The evidence shows that the judge will indict the young baseball player. 

influx – coming in (L) After the discovery of America, there was an influx of immigrants from all countries to this new world. 

innate – inborn (ME; L) Mozart had an innate genius for music. 

irksome – irritating (ONorse) The bosses’ irksome behavior caused great distress among the committee. 

jargon – confused language (ME; Fr) Teenage jargon changes rapidly. 

jostle – force by pushing (ME; MFr; L) Ice hockey players cannot jostle their opponents. 

lament – regret strongly (ME; MFr; L) I lament having said what I said. 

livid – very angry; enraged (Fr; L) The coach was not merely angry; he was livid after being accused of unjust behavior. 

*martial – elated to war (ME; L) It is sad to see so many towns in Iraq under martial law. 

meager – thin (ME; L; OE; Grk) Teacher complain of meager earnings despite the many hours of daily preparation. 

mentor – tutor; coach (L; Grk) The student chose a mentor that he has admired all his life. 

naïve – credulous (Fr; L) Her big eyes and naïve questions made everyone feel protective toward her. 

ornate – elaborate (ME; L) The church’s ornate statues gave us a clue to the period in which it was built. 

pallid – deficient in color; L) Television today is pallid entertainment. 

patent – official document conferring a right (ME; MFr; L) I hope you can get the patent for your clever invention soon. 

pauper – poor person (L) Do you relate better to the prince or to the pauper in Twain’s story. 

perceive – to attain awareness (ME; MFr; L) Only an artist can perceive the fine shades of color in the painting. 

pompous – excessively elevated (Fr; L) The man’s pompous behavior earned him the name of Arrogant Arty. 

portly – dignified (ME; OE; Fr; L) When you give that speech, your portly actions will help to emphasize the former leader’s point. 
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prelude – introductory performance (Fr; L) The prelude to that musical piece is much more enjoyable than the third movement. 

pretext – alleged motive (L) Under the pretext of doing an assignment, the students gathered in front of the library. 

protrude – to project (L) If the child continues to suck his thumb, his teeth will protrude. 

quibble – bicker (L) Do not quibble over doing the dishes; wash them quickly; then go and enjoy the evening. 

rankle – cause anger (ME; MFr; L) The decision will rankle as an act of injustice if they do not consider all sides of the debate. 

ravage – to wreak havoc on; (Fr) The original plan to ravage the city failed. 

rebuke – reprimand (OE; Fr) The child expected a firm rebuke for calling his teacher a name. 

recur – to occur again (L) This behavior cannot recur; you need to correct your errors. 

repress – curb; subdue (L) If the student continues to repress his anger, we need to get special help for him. 

reprieve – temporary respite (MFr) We hope that the soldiers will have a reprieve at least on Christmas day. 

sequel – next story (ME; Fr; L) Did you read the sequel to Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone? 

sordid – vile; wretched (L) The man’s sordid remarks were uncalled-for. 

stringent – constricted (L) In all countries, stringent laws are needed to protect the consumer. 

succumb – yield (Fr; L) Although they treat you harshly, do not succumb to their crass remarks. 

tawny – warm, sandy color (ME; MFr) The lion’s tawny coat is attractive to the child. 

vibrant – pulsating with life (L) A vibrant personality is an asset to the leadership role. 

visage – aspect; appearance (ME; OFr; L)The grimy visage of the mining town made it an eyesore to the visitors. 

wheedle – to entice verbally (OE; G) I do not like when you wheedle your way into the teacher’s favor. 

zealous – filled with fervor (L; Grk) The priest is known for his zealous missionary work in India. 

zenith – acme (ME; L; SP; Arabic) The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is the zenith of our community prayer. 

zephyr – breeze from west (ME; L; Grk) A zephyr whispered through the palm trees on that glorious night at the beach. 

abash – embarrass (ME; MFr) Do not abash anyone, especially if you are the strongest in the group. 

abate – nullify (ME; Fr) The exterminator will abate the annoying insect problem rapidly. 
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abut – to border on (ME; Fr; L) If you use a telescope, you can observe that there is a possibility that the land does abut near the lake. 

abridge – deprive; reduce; shorten (ME; Fr; L) Please abridge your version of the story before handing it in. 

abstain – refrain from (ME; Fr; L) During Lent we abstain from meat on Fridays. 

accost – approach aggressively (MFr; L) I was afraid that the woman would accost me; I would be unable to answer. 

allure – to entice (ME; Fr; L) In the Song of Songs, it states, “I will allure my Beloved and lead her into the desert.” 

appraise – to set a value on (ME; Fr) You will need to appraise the house before you try to sell it. 

apprise – tell; inform (Fr) You need to apprise your parents regarding your evaluations and your plans for the future. 

array – adorn; grouping arrangement (ME; Fr; L; G; Gothic) A rainbow is an array of color. 

askew – out of line (ONorse) All went askew after I took the microphone. 

assail – attack violently (ME; OF; L) The child could not defend herself when you, the adult, tried to assail her. 

assay – analysis of an ore or drug; try; attempt (ME; OFr) In science class, you assay the ore to quantify its components: weight, measure, quality. 

archives – files (Fr; L; Grk) We had the opportunity to go to the archives of the San Juan Cathedral and study original documents. 

augment – increase (ME; MFr; L) The impact of your report will augment its popularity if your timing is on target. 

austere – ascetic (ME; MFr; L; Grk) In the past, austere practices marked the lives of many young men who prepared for the priesthood. 

baleful – full of evil (ME; OE; G; Slav) Satan has a baleful influence on all of us if we allow him to overcome our good intentions. 

bandy – bat; toss; exchange; bowl-legged (Fr) Like in the game of tennis, the debaters will bandy their ideas until they reach a consensus. 

banter – speak in a witty, teasing manner (Unknown origin) Ridiculous banter irritates the man driving the bus. 

bestow – to convey as a gift (ME) The king will bestow gifts upon the person who obeys his orders. 

brusque – abrupt (Fr; I; L) The teacher’s brusque way of talking caused many problems for the students. 

betrothed – promised to be married (ME) When Mary was betrothed to Joseph, the Angel Gabriel appeared to her. 

bolster – support; reinforce (ME; OE) The news I have will bolster your spirits. 

browbeat – to bully (OE; ONorse; G) Do not browbeat little children; bullies are not acceptable to our organization. 

comely – having a pleasing appearance (OE; G) The girl’s comely appearance contributed to her being chosen as Miss Teen.  
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credence – credibility (ME; MFr; L) I will not give credence to your gossip. 

defile – make unclean (ME; OE; Fr) The cement buildings cited in the plan will defile the island of Vieques. 

deluge – overflow; flood (ME; OFr; L) Please tell me about the deluge which destroyed the entire population at the time of Noah. 

effete – no longer fertile; having lost character (L) Because the land was utilized for one crop only for such a long time, the soil remains effete. 

encroach – to advance beyond proper limits (ME; Fr)  Trespass and encroach are synonyms. 

enthrall – to hold spellbound (ME)The poetry of the children will enthrall you. 

evoke – call forth (Fr; L) We need to evoke a spirit of joy when we initiate any activity. 

faction – clique (MFr; L) The strength of this community lies mainly in the southern faction. 

factious – seditious (MFr; L) Factious disputes cause lasting divisions, according to expert historians. 

fiord – (fjord) – narrow inlet between cliffs (Norw; Norse) The longest fiord in Norway is the Sogne Fjord. 

forgo – give up (ME; OE) Because you wasted fifteen minutes this morning, we will forgo the recess period. 

forte – one’s strong point (Fr) Jazz music is not my forte. 

frustrate – thwart; baffle (ME; L) Constant criticism will frustrate anyone’s efforts to improve. 

furor – rage (MFr; L) We needed to call for help to calm the man down; his furor was out of control. 

furtive – sly; secret (Fr; L) Furtive behavior warrants strict supervision. 

grandiose – uncommonly large (Fr; I; L) His grandiose demonstration of wonder is absurd. 

haggard – wild in appearance (MFr) After taking care of her sick aunt for months, Mrs. Carry looked haggard. 

heinous – abominable (ME; MFr; G) Abortion is a heinous crime against the weakest members of society. 

*idyll – simple literary work that deals with rustic life (L; Grk) The idyll in British literature is the subject of much discussion in our English class. 

imbibe – take in (ME; MFr; L) We all need to imbibe moral principles as we deepen our faith and knowledge. 

inane – lacking significance; empty space (L) Your inane ideas will never help you make serious decisions in life. 

incise – to cut into; carve; engrave (MFr; L) I learned to incise drawings on all types of wood. 

infer – to derive a conclusion from facts (MFr; L) We teach students to infer by reasoning; the skill can help in all subjects studied. 
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inure – to accustom to accept something undesirable (ME: MFr; L) Mothers help their children to inure pain and strife for their own growth. 

invoke – to petition (ME; MFr; L) At all times, invoke the Name of the Lord for help and guidance. 

lucid – clear (L) After the stroke, the man was not lucid but slowly gained consciousness. 

martyr – person who gives his life for a cause (ME; L; Grk) St. John the Baptist is a martyr. 

novice – beginner (ME; MFr; L) When you are a novice, you need to remain open to learn and to be corrected. 

nurture – to foster (ME; MFr; L) Teachers nurture a spirit of enthusiasm in all their students. 

phalanx – body of heavily armed infantry (L; Grk) The children in war-torn countries fear the phalanx each time they see them in formation. 

prologue – preface to a literary work (ME; MFr; L; Grk) Read the prologue to The Canterbury Tales; it will clarify your doubts about the work. 

protract – to prolong in time and space; continue (L) We were hoping that the main speaker would not protract the awards ceremony with babble. 

proxy – agency who acts as a substitute for another (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) The soldier’s brother was the Godfather by proxy. 

purport – claim; intend; propose (ME; Fr) By nine o’clock tomorrow, he will purport to have translated all the materials. 

query – question (L) Your query regarding the mathematical problem is well-presented. 

redress – to set right (ME; Fr)In our social teachings and subsequent projects, we plan to redress social wrongs. 

relent – slacken (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) The Fighting Irish did not relent until they were sure to win the game. 

sallow – grayish, greenish yellow color (ME; OE; G; L) Weeping willow trees have a sallow hue that evokes a sense of tranquility. 

sanction – make valid; formal decree (MFr; L) I do not sanction behavior that is contrary to the rules. 

scapegoat – one that bears the blame for others (Hebrew) You are using me as your scapegoat and that is not fair. 

solstice – pert to place of the sun (ME; OFr; L) The time of the sun’s solstice occurs on June 22
nd

 and December 22
nd

 in the N and S hemispheres. 

sortie – foray; raid (Fr) The sortie, although relatively small, damaged homes, schools and government buildings in Turkey. 

stigma – brand; bodily marks (L; Grk) The stigma resulting from family differences is unfair to the children coming into the world. 

stipend – $ for services (ME; L) Please prepare the stipend for the priest who served our needs for so many years. 

stoic – not affected by passion or feeling (ME; L; Grk) Stoic behavior is characteristic of our northern European ancestors. 

subside – settle, descend (L) His anger will subside as time goes on. 
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surmise – conjecture (ME; MFr; L) I surmise that you will never be returning to that university after the tragic shooting. 

tawdry – cheap; showy; gaudy (OE) The tawdry appearance of the ancient king made him repulsive to the poor students studying his life. 

tepid – lukewarm (ME; L; Sanskrit) A tepid interest in literature will not help you to study the ancient masters of language. 

usurp – seize and hold (ME; MFr; L) Do not let stock responses based on inherited prejudices usurp your careful judgment.  

vanquish – overcome; conquer (ME; MFr L) Do not allow the comments of your classmates vanquish your interest in vocabulary development. 

verbose – wordy (L) Some people are so verbose that it takes them an hour to tell a joke. 

wily – tricky (Scand) The leader is as wily as a fox. 

wistful – yearning (OE) The young man was intrigued by the wistful memoirs of his grandfather’s upbringing in Spain. 

abdicate – cast off; discard (L) You will read how the historical events led the leader to abdicate the throne. 

acquittal – setting free (ME; OFr; L) An acquittal is unlikely in the case of the serial killer. 

aesthetic – attractive (G; L; Grk) We study many works of aesthetic in religion class. 

amnesty – pardon granted (Grk) I hope we can grant amnesty to those whose families are victims of longstanding crime. 

analogy – similarity; likeness (Grk) Citing various forms of analogy, the teacher led us to understand the author’s point. 

antiquity – ancient times (L) Through good books, we can both return to antiquity and enter the world of the future.  

aptitude – inclination; tendency (L) Did you take the aptitude test to explore your potential. 

arbiter – a judge (ME; Fr; L) The teacher served as arbiter in the divisive struggle to appease the jealousy and inequality. 

archaic – related to an earlier, primitive time (Fr; Grk) We need to abolish archaic legal conditions and procedures. 

atrocious – wicked, brutal, cruel (L; Grk) Your vulgar vocabulary sounds atrocious. 

axiom – maxim accepted for its intrinsic truth (L; Grk) The axiom served as a clarification of the principle under discussion. 

charisma – extraordinary power (Grk) Every person has a charisma; what is yours? 

clemency – mercy; leniency (L) The judge declared that he would give clemency to the woman because of her good attitude. 

clientele – body of clients (Fr; L) According to the expressed likes of our clientele, we organize activities for youth. 

compassion – sympathetic consciousness (ME: Fr; L) We all need to be people of compassion. 
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compliance – conformity (I; SP; L) In compliance with our rules, you need to wear the proper uniform. 

composure – calmness (ME; MFr; L) Please try to regain your composure; you have one more speech to give. 

concession – acknowledgement, admission, grant (ME; MFr; L) A concession stand is helpful when you need a quick meal. 

condescend – assume air of superiority (ME; MFr; L) The leader refused to condescend to the level of the rebel. 

conducive – tending to promote (L) Our religion classes need to be conducive to prayer, sharing ideas and learning. 

decimate – to select and kill (L) That material can decimate the entire population of the city. 

decrepit – wasted; weakened (ME; MFr; L) “I am old and decrepit; but I am full of life within,” declared the resident of the nursing home. 

destitute – lacking something needed (ME; L) The oil spill left the lake destitute of fish. 

detonate – to explode violently (L) We called the squad to detonate the bomb just on time. 

diversion – deviation; pastime (ME; MFr; L) For diversion, the class goes surfing. 

edifice – building (ME; MFr; L) San Jorge Church is an edifice of historic architecture and structure. 

edify – to enlighten morally; religiously (ME; MFr; L)  I found that the behavior of Mother Teresa tended to edify some world leaders, but not others. 

electorate – people entitled to vote (L) We need to study the desires of the electorate and then make decisions. 

emancipate – to free; release (L) Abraham Lincoln succeeded in his desire to emancipate the slaves. 

encompass – include (ME) My idea does encompass the entire team’s wishes; it lacks a practical application. 

encumber – burden (ME; Fr) A lack of preparation for the university will encumber your success. 

episode – brief unit of action (Grk) The last episode of the story will clarify your doubts. 

erratic – having no fixed course (ME; MFr; L) The erratic comet is the subject of study for scientists all over the world. 

ethical – relating to moral approval or disapproval (L; Grk) Your behavior needs to conform to professional ethical standards of conduct. 

exalted – raise in rank (ME; MFr; L) The Lord is exalted above the heavens. 

expedient – suitable for achieving a particular end (ME; MFr; L) A politically expedient decision is not acceptable to us; it demands an ethical base. 

explicate – give a detailed explanation (L) Please explicate your hypothesis so that all can see that your logic is based on clear thought. 

exultant – jubilant (MFr; L) After winning the tournament, our team was exultant. 
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fabricate – invent; create (ME; L) Do not fabricate a story to defend yourself; be truthful and candid. 

fluctuate – shift back and forth (L) Her marks in English fluctuate between ninety and nine-five. 

fortitude – strength (ME; L) The gifts are wisdom, understanding, counsel, fortitude, knowledge, piety and fear of the Lord. 

heresy – adherence to a belief contrary to Church teaching (ME; Fr; L; Grk) We study about various forms of heresy in junior year. 

impartial – not biased (ME; Fr; L) An impartial decision needs to be made regarding the fight between the teacher’s son and me. 

incentive – something that motivates (ME; L) One incentive given to workers is the pension plan. 

inclement – lacking mildness (L) Due to inclement weather, the game was cancelled. 

indignant – filled with anger (L) The captain of the team became indignant at the accusation. 

insipid – tasteless (Fr; L) An insipid novel will never incite interest in reading. 

insolence – quality of being overbearing (ME; L) Due to insolence, the young girl received a conduct warning; insulting others is not allowed. 

judicious – exercising sound judgment (L) Experience coupled with sound thinking makes you a judicious person. 

latitude – extent or distance from side to side (ME; L) Can you tell me the points of latitude and longitude of Puerto Rico? 

legacy – bequest (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) Mother Theresa’s legacy to the world is her love for the poor. 

lexicon – dictionary (Grk) A lexicon serves our needs when reading, writing and spelling. 

malignant – tending to produce death (L) The doctor found it difficult to tell the patient about the malignant tumor. 

militant – engaged in warfare (L) The militant attitudes after 911 have resulted in an increase in violence. 

mortify – shame (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) We all need to mortify our bodies to strengthen our spirit. 

mutable – prone to change (ME; L; Sanskrit) Scientists studied red roses and discovered that they are mutable; pink roses resulted. 

negligible – trifling (L) Since his progress is negligible, he needs to go for tutoring in math and science. 

odious – hateful (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) Vulgar, overbearing behavior is odious. 

opportune – suitable, convenient (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) At an opportune time, the class president will present the idea to the group. 

ossify – harden (L) With time, an obstinate person tends to ossify with regard to all novel procedures. 

pacifist – strongly opposed to conflict (Fr) A pacifist can be a detriment to improvement. 
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painstaking – showing diligent care and effort (L; Grk) We attest to the painstaking steps taken in the construction of the plan; it will help. 

paradox – contradictory statement seems true (L; Grk) It is a paradox; the older she gets the more active she is. 

paraphrase – to restate in another form (L; Grk) You learn to paraphrase so that you can state your ideas, yet research well. 

parody – literary work; comic effect to ridicule (L; Grk) The song is a parody on today’s society. 

paternal – related to father (ME; L) Studies are made about the importance of paternal influence as well as maternal influence on us. 

patriarch – scriptural father (ME; Anglo-Fr; L-Grk) It is interesting to study the life of the patriarch, Abraham. 

perception – intuitive cognition (L) Your perception of a problem may not be the same as that of your sister. 

pertinent – relevant to (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) The information is pertinent to the matter at hand. 

pivotal – vitally important (Fr) Knowledge of geometry is pivotal to a construction engineer. 

plausible – appearing worthy of belief (L) Make your characters plausible by using descriptive, clear language. 

posthumous – after death (L) The posthumous award was given to the author’s son. 

postulate – premise of a train of reasoning (L) The educator did postulate that good exists in all of Creation. 

prevalent – widespread (L)  The coquí is prevalent in Puerto Rico. 

prolific – marked by abundant inventiveness (Fr; L) Haydn was a prolific composer who wrote 104 symphonies. 

prophetic – characteristic of a prophet (F; L: Grk) The message of the young priest proved to be prophetic; all were amazed by his incite.  

protocol – code of precedence (MF; L; Grk) For formal meetings, we need to follow protocol. 

recipient – one who receives (L) Are you the recipient of good stories or of gossip? 

rectify – to set right (ME; Anglo-Fe; L) You must rectify your error as soon as possible. 

redundant – exceeding what is necessary (L) Avoid being redundant when you give your speech. 

rejuvenate – to make young (L) A system of irrigation will rejuvenate the plants in that field. 

reminiscent – tending to remind (L) Drawings reminiscent of an earlier period of history were displayed all week. 

rendezvous – place appointed for assembling (Fr) The experience at the new museum proved to be a rendezvous with creativity. 

requiem – mass for the dead (ME; L) We attended the requiem Mass for the fallen soldier. 
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requisite – essential; necessary (ME;L) Wearing a uniform is a requisite in this school. 

resonant – (L) The music remained resonant in my mind long after the party ended and the crowd dispersed. 

retainer – device that holds something in place (ME; Anglo-Fr) The child refused to use his retainer and had to undergo surgery as a result. 

rivulet – small stream (I; L) We took pictures beside the rivulet in Pennsylvania. 

sardonic – sarcastic (Fr; Grk) The girls sardonic remarks resulted in various meetings with her parents; mocking us is repulsive. 

scenario – synopsis of a play; sequence of events (I; L) In another scenario, you would not be able to speak about this topic. 

simulate – imitate (L) Reporters simulate a hurricane in order to prepare us for the worst. 

sporadic – occurring occasionally (L; Grk) Sporadic improvement is evident; you need to be consistent. 

stamina – endurance (L) You need a spirit of stamina to persevere. 

stimulant – agent that produces increase (L) A drug used as a stimulant can be habit-forming. 

stipulate – specify a requirement (L) The college application will stipulate requirements clearly. 

stratagem – trick in war for deceiving (I; L; Grk) In the Spanish-American War, the stratagem of the natives brought success. 

submission – act of presenting (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) The submission of the final document for entrance in the school brought him great joy. 

subsidize – aid or promote with money (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) Federal funds subsidize our efforts to educate holistically. 

succulent – juicy (L) Are you hungry for a succulent hamburger? 

synopsis – an abstract (L; Grk) Do not merely read the synopsis of the novel; read the entire work. 

synthesis – combination of parts to a whole (Grk) Chemical synthesis is applied in many laboratories to produce new substances. 

timorous – fearful (ME; L) The girl proceeded with doubtful and timorous steps toward the podium. 

transition – passage from one state to another (L) Times of transition are difficult but hope-filled. 

vehement – forceful; deeply felt (ME; Fr;L) The hurricane brought vehement winds and terrible rains. 

verbatim – word by word (ME; L) We ask that you paraphrase; do not copy the poem verbatim. 

vigilant – watchful (ME; L) Please be vigilant as you walk home at night. 

autocrat – ruler with unlimited authority (Fr; Grk) Please name one leader in history who had absolute power; an autocrat. 
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assertion – affirmation (L) Your assertion about student government is well-received. 

attrition – reduction in #s (L) The company has a high rate of attrition due to the age of its many employees. 

beleaguer – besiege (Du; OE; G) In history, we find that powerful nations beleaguer the weak. 

brevity – shortness (L) Graduates are grateful for the brevity of the speeches. 

bulwark – rampart (ME; Du) Throughout history, Spain has been a bulwark of culture. 

bumptious – noisily self-obtrusive; assertive (1803) The student’s bumptious behavior earned him the part of the class clown in the show. 

climactic – related to the climax (L; Grk) State the climactic scene in the play about life in New York. 

coherent – consistent (MFr; L) Coherent ideas are necessary to good writing. 

concerted – mutually agreed on (MFr; I; L) We are making a concerted effort to defend the family. 

conjecture – supposition (ME; MFr; L) In math class, we will set out to prove or disprove your conjecture. 

consensus – unanimity (L) The Student Council arrived at a consensus after several meetings. 

consonant – speech sound; not a vowel (ME; L) Little children need to identify the vowel and the consonant. 

contraband – illegal goods (I; L; G) Airport officials are alert to contraband materials being transported illegally. 

contrition – sorrow for sin (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) We all know the Act of Contrition since our First Confession preparation days. 

debacle – violent disruption (Fr; L) Try to prepare well so that the event will not end in a debacle. 

debonair – nonchalant (ME; Fr) His manners were polite, even debonair. 

decadence – period of decline (MFr; L) Our economy has been in a period of decadence; let’s hope in makes a turn for the better. 

deference – respect for a superior or elder (ME; MFr; L) We are taught to show deference for the elderly and for those in authority. 

demeanor – behavior (ME; OFr; L) The class president’s kind demeanor helped the entire class to relate well to others. 

deprecate – belittle (L) The report in tomorrow’s newspaper will deprecate the lives of the ancient Roman people. 

entity – an organization with an identity (L) The private school is not a separate entity from the entire school system. 

exhaustive – thorough (l; G; Grk) The police did an exhaustive investigation of the incident in Cidra. 

exodus – a mass departure (L; Grk) After the changes were made in the organization, we experienced a great exodus of male members. 
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fallible – liable to be erroneous (ME; L) As human beings, we are fallible. 

foreshadow – prefigure (L; ME) In literature, we study how one event will foreshadow another as the story develops. 

fulminate – explosive salt; denounce (ME; L) Mercury fulminate, an explosive salt, contains /CNO. 

garrulous – talkative (L) The last thing you want to hear at graduation is a garrulous speech. 

gradation – successive states (L) In a rainbow, you can observe the gradation of color. 

lucrative – profitable (ME; MFr; L) An ice cream business is a lucrative one in Puerto Rico. 

platitude – quality of being dull (Fr) The students accused the religion professor of pious platitude. 

plebeian – common people (L) In ancient Rome, we read of plebeian assemblies. 

*politic – shrewdly tactful (ME;MFr;L;Grk) When my boss told an offensive joke, I found it more politic to hold my tongue than to call him out on it. 

populace – mass of people (MFr; I; L) The upcoming leader appealed to the populace for support. 

propagate – pass along (L) We are called to propagate the faith. 

reiterate – state again (ME; L) I will ask you to reiterate your position on the group’s request. 

remission – time when something is abated (ME; L) The woman’s cancer is in remission. 

repartee – quick reply (Fr) Your repartee in the talk show truly attracted the attention of the invited guests. 

repression – act of subduing (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) Repression of anger causes great problems. 

repugnant – inciting aversion (ME; Anglo-Fr; L) Some people’s reactions are repugnant to me. 

resilient – capable of withstanding shock (L) We are taught to be resilient so that we can continue our work despite opposition. 

satiate – satisfy (L) Years of moving from one place to another will satiate your interest in travel. 

scrutinize – inspect meticulously (L) Teachers often scrutinize your compositions so that you will improve every detail. 

secular – related to a religious order (ME; Anglo-Fr; L; Welsh) A diocesan priest is a secular priest. 

shibboleth – word or saying used by a party, sect, religion (Heb) The old shibboleth came rolling off the lips of Joseph at the masquerade party. 

somnolent – related to sleep (ME; Anglo-Fr; L; Grk) The deacon gave a somnolent sermon; many of us missed it. 

subterfuge – subterfuge (L) Because of your subterfuge over the incident at the game, the teacher mistrusts you. 
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transient – transitory (L) Our sojourn on earth is transient; we have a higher goal. 

vegetate – lead a passive existence (L) Do not sit in science class and merely vegetate; get involved in the project to save the planet. 

audacious – daring; adventurous (MFr; L) The audacious mountain climber broke all world records last winter. 

auspicious – prosperous (L) This has been an auspicious year for the airline company; the # of flights have increased 100%. 

acquiesce – to accept tacitly (Fr; L) The class president encourages us to acquiesce to the faculty’s demands. 

adamant – unshakable; unyielding (ME; MFr; L; Grk)Her father was adamant about her not studying abroad next summer. 

affable – friendly (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)  Please remember to be affable to the government representative even if you disagree with her. 

affluent – rich (ME; L)In Canada, the students compared their findings to the affluent society visited in London. 

anagram –  word or phrase made by transposing another word or phrase (MFr; L; Grk)Please make an anagram that will emphasize a message. 

anecdote – short narrative (Fr; Grk)Grandma likes to share the anecdote about her childhood friend. 

arable – fit for growing (OE; Anglo-Fr; L; Grk)Puerto Rico has arable soil in almost many areas of the island. 

appraisal – valuation of a property (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)What is your appraisal of the situation with the leader from Iran? 

arduous – difficult (L)Construction work is an arduous task, particularly in hot weather. 

catharsis – purification of emotions (L; Grk)The woman experienced a catharsis after seeing the movie. 

chromatic – related to color (Grk)Do you remember the information about the chromatic scale? 

correlate – establish a mutual relation between (L)The student was able to correlate the two geometric theories very well. 

dissipate – break up (L)Exercise will dissipate your mixture of great emotion. 

dissolute – lacking restraint (ME; L)The psychologist studied the dissolute (uncontrollable) and degrading acts of human nature. 

elation – state of great joy (L)Great elation overcame the girl as she received her award. 

embellish – decorate; enhance (ME; Anglo-Fr)Traffic was heavy due to the enormous entourage of government vehicles. 

entourage – followers of a distinguished person (F) Our governor came with his entourage which handles all details.  

epicure – fastidiousness and voluptuousness of taste (Grk phil)Epicure implies fastidiousness and voluptuousness in taste. 

epilogue – concluding section that rounds out a work (ME; Grk)The epilogue helped us to understand the cultural aspects of the story’s outcome. 
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epithet – characterizing / abusive word (L; Grk)It is rude to scream even one epithet either on the phone or in person. 

expedite – execute promptly (L)I will send you money to expedite your travel plan. 

expletive – syllable, word inserted to fill in (L)The expletive you used captured the exact meaning of the original work. 

fallible – capable of making a mistake (ME; L)As human beings, we are fallible. 

felony – grave crime (ME; Anglo-Fr; G)If you are accused of a felony, prepare yourself well for your defense. 

filial – relating to a son or daughter (ME; L)A filial love for Mary is part of the outcome of the study of her titles. 

impromptu – improvised (Fr; L)Part of the course is giving an impromptu speech. 

indolence – laziness (1710)Because of his indolence, he failed English, Spanish and Mathematics. 

inherent – intrinsic (L)It is inherent in each one of us to defend ourselves when attacked. 

insular – related to an island (L)You belong to the school as well as to the insular organization. 

integral – essential to completeness (1551)Physical education is an integral part of your school life. 

interpose – intrude; come between (Fr; L)While acting out the third scene, please interpose yourself between the leader and the door. 

intrepid – fearless (L)Luke was known as the intrepid leader who risked all for the good of the group. 

intrinsic – belonging to essential nature (Fr; L)We are able to see the intrinsic value of the gem in the description presented today. 

laudable – worthy of praise (L)Your efforts to compete in this bee are laudable. 

misanthrope – hater of humankind (Grk)Authors placed the misanthrope into the story to prove their point about evil. 

miscreant – villainous (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)Peter is the miscreant in the poem; but he later changes his vicious behavior when he meets Wendy. 

nostalgic – homesick (L; Grk; OE; Sanskrit)Singing the school song made the graduates nostalgic. 

orient – set right; direct (MFr)When camping, please orient yourself by using the compass. 

oscillate – swing (L)The fan will not oscillate when it is in that room. 

palliate – moderate intensity of (ME; L)I am trying to palliate your boredom by bringing you good books to read. 

permeate – diffuse through (L; Weslh; Czk)By practicing the speeches, we hope to permeate you with great thoughts of the masters. 

pernicious – highly destructive (ME; L)Pornography has a pernicious effect on society. 
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pretentious – making excessive claims (Fr; L)Do not be pretentious with your excessive claims; we are living in challenging times. 

proboscis – any long flexible snout (L)The elephant’s proboscis is used by illustrators in caricatures to make fun of people’s noses. 

prodigy – highly talented youth (ME; L)Mozart is an example of a child prodigy. 

proficient – skilled (L) JPII was proficient in several languages. 

prototype – original model (Fr; Grk) Isaiah is a prototype of Jesus. 

quixotic – foolishly impractical in pursuit of ideals (Don Quijote) That teacher is so quixotic that he seems to come from another era.  

rapacious – covetous; ravenous (L) In Oliver Twist, Fagin has a rapacious disposition. 

rigorous – very strict (ME; Fr; L)Your English teachers have a period of rigorous preparation for the Spelling Bee. 

rudiment – basic element (L)Rudiment is usually used in the plural; the rudiments of your plan are complete. 

synchronize – to make exactly simultaneous with (1624)If your teachers do not synchronize their clocks to the timer, bedlam will occur. 

syndicate – a council (Fr)Although the school is owned by that family, it is run by a syndicate. 

undermine – subvert (14
th

 Century)During preparations for the election, candidates undermine the efforts of opposing parties. 

vilify – defame (ME; L)The leader tended to vilify his predecessor and therefore lost our respect. 

vivacious – lively (L)The young woman’s vivacious personality is an asset to the cheerleading squad. 

admirably – esteemed highly (15
th

 Century)The team admirably congratulates the winners after every game. 

affidavit – sworn written statement (L)Since your affidavit did not arrive on time, you weakened the possibility to help in the court case . 

affiliate – associate (L)The affiliate proved to be a wonderful candidate and is ready to officially join the group. 

amiable – agreeable; friendly (ME; Fr; L)Despite the rejection by the class, the new student is always amiable. 

analogy – resemblance between things unlike (15
th

 Century) Let me make an analogy between the function of the heart and the work of a pump. 

annihilate – nullify; kill (L)History reveals the splendor of antiquity. 

antiquity – Having to do with ancient times. (F) The Ming Dynasty vase is just one antiquity of many that resides in the museum. 

apprehensive – viewing with anxiety (14
th

 Century)The applicant was visibly apprehensive about the job interview. 

archaic – antiquated (Fr; Grk)Students think that adults’ ideas are archaic notions. 
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autonomy – state of self-governing (1623)Will we ever have complete autonomy to pursue our interests? 

coincidental – occurring at the same time (1800)Most Christians believe that nothing is coincidental; rather that, all is providential. 

colloquial – conversational (1751)Can you give me an example of a colloquial expression used in Puerto Rico? 

commendable – mention with praise (ME; L)Your efforts to improve your marks is commendable. 

compatible – capable of existing together (ME; Fr; L)Roommates need to be compatible in order to live in peace. 

consolidate – join (L)Companies now tend to consolidate their efforts in order to save money and human resources. 

constituent – essential part (L)Can you list the constituents parts of a motor? 

contemptuous – manifesting disdain (ME; L)The guidance counselor helps the young boy to correct his contemptuous attitude. 

delectable – delightful (ME; Fr; L)The tourist found the food her delectable. 

deteriorate – disintegrate (L)All equipment will deteriorate rapidly if it is not stored properly. 

devastation – to bring ruin (L)We collected food to alleviate the people affected by the devastation caused by the storm. 

diminutive – notable small (ME; L)For the science fair, we are constructing a diminutive building the model train layout. 

disconcerting – to disturb the composure of (Fr; ME)The outrageous reaction of the young athlete was disconcerting.  

effervescent – bubbling (L)Despite the losses, the young athlete never lost her effervescent attitude. 

electorate – body of people entitled to vote (1675)We must respect the votes of the electorate. 

emancipate – to free (L)Lincoln was determined to emancipate the slaves. 

espionage – practice of spying (Fr; I; G)Many movies deal with military espionage. 

expedient – what is advantageous w/o regard for ethics (ME; Fr; L)It is expedient that you go to the activity. 

facilitate – make easier (1611)The Spelling Bee lists facilitate vocabulary practice. 

fluctuate – to ebb and flow (L)His marks fluctuate between A’s and B’s. 

fortitude – strength (ME; L)Prudence, justice, fortitude and temperance are important virtues to master. 

hieroglyphic – system of writing w pictures (Fr; L; Grk)Studies of Egyptian culture encompass hieroglyphic writings. 

immaculate – pure (ME; L)Her room is always immaculate. 
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impartial – not biased (1587)We need many teachers’ opinions so that we can make an impartial decision. 

impediment – something that impedes (14
th

 Century)The noise outside can be an impediment to your concentration. 

implacable – not capable of being appeased (MFr; L)The children considered the Devil to be an implacable enemy. 

imposition – something imposed (14
th

 Century)It is an imposition on your grandmother to expect her to cook every day. 

inanimate – not endowed with life (ME; L)A rock is an inanimate object. 

inconsistent – containing incompatible elements (1643)It is inconsistent with our rules to allow you to go home early. 

indifferent – does not matter one way or the other  (ME; Fr; L)Our gym teacher was indifferent to our lack of cooperation with the proper uniform. 

infallible – not capable of error (ME; L)We believe the Pope is infallible when speaking on faith and morals. 

inhibition – state of feeling restrained (14
th

 Century)Constant criticism can be an inhibition to successful group work. 

innovation – introduction of something new (14
th

 Century)The invention of the automatic automobile sticker remover was a great innovation. 

intermittent – coming and going at intervals (L)The intermittent light signals caution. 

intuition – quick and ready insight (ME; L)Women know from intuition that a person is cruel. 

invincible – incapable of being conquered (ME; Fr; L)The former champions thought they were invincible, but were soon proved wrong. 

irrational – not endowed with reason (ME; L)It is irrational to think that everyone is your enemy. 

irrelevant – inapplicable (1786) The point you states is irrelevant to the problem at hand. 

itinerary – travel diary (15
th

 Century)I will give you my itinerary before the date designated for travel. 

malleable – capable of being shaped (ME; Fr; L)Teachers speak of the malleable mind of a child. 

mandatory – obligatory (1576)Mandatory uniforms simplify early morning decisions about dress. 

mannerism – characteristic mode of action (1803)He has an annoying mannerism of tapping his fingers while you speak. 

mediocre – moderate quality (ME; Fr; L)Do not accept mediocre work from anyone. 

melancholy – pensive mood (ME; L; Grk)Songs from Ireland reflect a melancholy mood. 

meticulous – marked by extreme or excessive care (L)Umpires exercise a meticulous adherence to technicalities. 

moderation – lessening of the intensity (15
th

 Century)Since ancient Greek times, we strive to do everything with moderation. 
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mortify – self- inflict; shame into (ME; Fr; L)We mortify the body to discipline the spirit. 

negligible – unimportant amount (L)Her progress is negligible; therefore, she needs to go to summer school. 

obliterate – remove from existence (L)The teacher’s loud voice can obliterate any effort of the shy child to respond. 

oblivious – lacking conscious knowledge of (15
th

 Century)Our Grandpa is oblivious to our presence and it is difficult to accept. 

palatable – agreeable to the taste (1669)Does your school cafeteria serve palatable food? 

perseverance – steadfastness (14
th

 Century)We all admire your perseverance in this competition. 

precarious – depending on chance; dangerous (L)Because the economy is so slow, our jobs are in a precarious state. 

proximity – closeness (ME; L)The proximity of the school to the train station is an advantage to most students. 

quantitative – expressible numerical terms (L)Are you looking at qualitative or quantitative results? 

reactionary – favoring a reaction (1840)The reactionary position of the student council candidate was not in her favor. 

recipient – receiver (L)I am happy to inform you that you are the recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize. 

rejuvenate – make young again (L)Take vacation; it is sure to rejuvenate you. 

retribution – recompense (ME; Fr; L)The robbery victim demanded retribution.  

scenario – plot outline (I; L)Pay attention to the description so that you can capture an image of the scenario. 

sporadic – in scattered instances (L; Grk)Mom was worried about the sporadic behavior demonstrated by my little brother. 

stimulant – drug that produces increase of a functional activity (1728)Is chocolate a stimulant or a depressant? 

stipulate – specify a condition (L)The contract did not stipulate that we need to be here at 7:30 on the dot. 

stratagem – cleverly contrived trick (I;L; Grk)Your stratagem is wonderfully devised! 

substantially – essentially (14
th

 Century)The outcome of the project is substantially different from what you expected. 

transitory – temporary (ME; Fr; L)Our stay on earth is transitory. 

ultimatum – final proposition (L)Father gave Jenny an ultimatum; she must finish her studies in six months. 

vulnerable – capable of being physically wounded (L)He is vulnerable to bribery. 

accentuate – emphasize (L)Learn to accentuate the positive; divert attention from the negative. 
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acquisition – something gained (ME; MFr; L)The laptop is a great acquisition; it facilitates our work. 

altercation – noisy, heated, angry dispute (14
th

 Century)There was no reason for that public altercation. 

ambiguous – doubtful (L)If the rules are ambiguous, they are hard to enforce. 

antagonize – provoke hostility (Grk)Do not antagonize your little brother. 

ambivalent – fluctuating one thing and its opposite (1918)She exhibited an ambivalent feeling to the possibility of traveling to Europe free. 

affinity – attraction for something (ME; Fr; L)The senior class developed an affinity for religious art through study and discussion. 

allegory – symbolic representation (ME; L; Grk)I know you dislike reading the allegory but it is required reading. 

alleviate – relieve (L)An aspirin can alleviate pain. 

arbitrary – depending on individual discretion (15
th

 Century)You are free to make arbitrary decision regarding novels to read before graduation. 

beneficent – performing acts of kindness (1616)Collecting for the poor is a beneficent activity. 

bilateral – 2 sides (1775) Are you in favor of a bilateral or unilateral form of government? 

degenerate – deteriorate (ME; L)Brain cells degenerate as we age. 

comprehensive – inclusive (1614)Prepare well for the comprehensive exams. 

congenital – from birth (L)Doctors determined that the condition is congenital. 

coalition – union; combination (Fr; L)France, Germany and England formed a coalition to foment interest in art. 

connotation – implication of a word (1532)You need to know the denotation as well as the connotation of the vocabulary words. 

incoherent – not consistent (MFr; L)The third paragraph is incoherent; you need clearer expression of thought. 

incongruous – incompatible; disagreeing (L)Your joke is incongruous with polite conversation. 

incredulous – skeptical (L)I can tell by your incredulous smile that you do not trust what was stated. 

indigenous – particular to a region, country (L)Interesting studies have been made about indigenous peoples. 

ingratiate – gain favor by deliberate effort (L)The purpose of the show of affection was to ingratiate herself with the guest. 

innocuous – harmless (L)The use of alcohol on the skin is an innocuous home remedy for itching. 

intangible – impalpable (Fr; L)There is an intangible, but palpable feeling of joy in the room. 
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intricacy – complication of details related to something (L)The intricacy of the spider web made the scientist study insects. 

introspective – reflective looking inward (L) One needs to be introspective as well as outgoing. 

invidious – tending to cause discontent (L)The invidious remarks of the older brother in The Prodigal Son demonstrates his resentment. 

irascible – marked by a hot temper (L)Your irascible behavior is unacceptable. 

malevolent – having vicious ill will (L)It is evident that your motives are malevolent; I am discouraged that you acted that way. 

mercenary – one who serves for wages (ME; L)Throughout history, mercenary groups have fought in wars for nations other than their own. 

microcosm – little world (ME; L; Grk)The fish tank is a microcosm of the sea. 

precipitate – to bring about abruptly (L)Silly laughing before class can precipitate unacceptable behavior during the formal session. 

predecessor – person before in leadership (ME; L)The president’s predecessor prepared the way for the project’s success. 

preemptory – (Adj) dictatorial (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)The Church of E was preemptory, arrogant, dictatorial. 

procrastinate – put off (L)Try not to procrastinate; do your homework without hesitation. 

protagonist – principal character (Grk)We need to watch the protagonist closely in order to predict the ending of the novel. 

provocation – incitement (ME; Fr; L)Your impolite remarks are a provocation for the guest speaker to erupt in anger. 

provocative – serving to stimulate (15
th

 Century)The child’s provocative behavior seemed to be contagious as bedlam erupted. 

rationalize – bring into accord with reason (1803) We all try to rationalize our incorrect behavior. 

recalcitrant – obstinately defiant (L)The recalcitrant criminal caused herself more problems that she had anticipated. 

reciprocate – give and take mutually (1607) If someone is kind to you, reciprocate. 

rhetorical – grandiloquent (15
th

 Century)That is a rhetorical question. 

stereotype – to repeat w/o variation (Fr)The wildness of the cowboy is an example of stereotype in North American culture.  

subservient – obsequiously submissive (L) Subservient conduct sometimes indicates the presence of an inferiority complex. 

symposium – formal meeting for presenting collection of opinions (L; Grk)Did you have the privilege of participating in the symposium? 

tenacity – adhering to something valued (L)Saint Teresa definitely had the tenacity to complete her goal in life. 

ulterior – going beyond what is openly said (L)Leaders will perceive your ulterior motives. 
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vernacular – language native to a country (L)Usually, Mass is celebrated in the vernacular of the country. 

coincidental – resulting from a coincidence (L)It was coincidental that the twins, who came from two different locations, dressed alike. 

deteriorate – disintegrate (L) Lack of care will cause the material to deteriorate. 

documentary – presentation certified by experts (1802)We saw a documentary on the Taíno culture. 

emphatically – expressed in a manner of forceful speech (Grk) Father emphatically told you not to do that. 

equilibrium – balance (L)Nature’s equilibrium is affected by global warming. 

inaccessible – not available (ME; Fr; L)If you are in a leadership position, you cannot be inaccessible. 

inarticulate – not expressed clearly (L)The driver of the truck was inarticulate with rage. 

incendiary – inflammatory (L)You cannot take that incendiary device onto the plane. 

indestructible – incapable of being destroyed (L)True virtue is indestructible. 

indomitable – unconquerable (L)Are you the indomitable speller? 

ineffectual – futile (15
th

 Century)Spraying seems to be an ineffectual remedy for dissipating the dengue outbreak. 

invariably – constantly (ME; Fr; L)Summer invariably returns, welcomed by all.  

itinerary – route of a journey (15
th

 Century)Your final exam schedule demands that we change our itinerary. 

melodramatic – appealing to emotions (1816) Don’t be so melodramatic about having a day off. 

notoriety – notorious (Fr; L)The participation in this competition gives you a new kind of notoriety.  

obligatory – mandatory (15
th

 Century)Passing all subjects is obligatory in the Catholic school. 

reactionary – favoring reaction (1840)Conservatives are attracted to a reactionary politician. 

subsidiary – auxiliary (L)After finishing with the main concern, we will now discuss subsidiary issues. 

theoretical – abstract; hypothetical (L; Grk)Some learning is theoretical but necessary to our preparation. 

unprecedented – novel; unexampled (ME; L)The students gave an unprecedented performance last night. 

personification – giving personal qualities to inanimate objects (1741)Characters are the personification of certain virtues. 

inalienable – incapable of being surrendered (Fr)Your inalienable rights cannot be taken away. 
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abominable – detestable (14
th

 Century)Answering back to an elderly woman demonstrates an abominable lack of honor. 

bureaucracy – system of adm. marked by officialism (Fr)Government bureaucracy blocks us from solving problems. 

convivial – fond of feasting, drinking, good company (L)Try to create a convivial atmosphere. 

derogatory – detracting from the character of (1503)Derogatory remarks made, truly affect their speaker’s reputation. 

despicable – contemptible (L)Spitting on someone is a despicable act. 

efficacious – having power to produce desired effects (L)The medicine is efficacious is curing the illness. 

emendation – the act of correcting textual alterations (ME;L)The emendation of the document took two weeks. 

enormity – immensity (15
th

 Century)I did not realize the enormity of the crime. 

fastidious – difficult to please (ME; L)Students think that teachers are unnecessarily fastidious. 

felicitous – well-suited or expressed (1789)My boss used a felicitous story that delighted the audience on Thanksgiving. 

ferocity – fierceness (L; Grk)The ferocity of the speech resulted in his being called the lion. 

fidelity – faithfulness (ME; Fr; L)The virtue I value most in that person is her fidelity to little things. 

finality – character of being final (ME; Fr; L)The finality of death creates a sense of emptiness that no one can explain. 

imperious – commanding; dominant (L)The starving have an imperious need for food; the homeless, for shelter. 

impetuous – marked by impulsive vehemence (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)Your impetuous decision caused instability in your life. 

impunity – freedom from punishment (Fr; L)Did you really expect to break the rules with impunity? 

insidious – awaiting a chance to entrap (L)His insidious plan fooled the children into following him. 

interminable – having no end (ME; L)Sometimes classes seem interminable. 

noncommittal – giving no indication of feeling (ME; L)Leaders who are noncommittal will not get my vote. 

omnivorous – feeding on animal and vegetable substances (L)Vegetarians are not omnivorous. 

oracular – resembling an oracle as in solemnity of delivery (L)The prophet gave a seemingly oracular (godly) response. 

ostentatious – showy (1643)Looking for attention, the man wore ostentatious ties to work every day. 

panacea – cure-all (L; Grk)Ideally, we want a panacea for all difficulties. 
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peripheral – relating to the surface (ME; L; Grk)We noticed peripheral resistance, but no big problem with the issue. 

perpetuate – cause to last indefinitely (L)Do not perpetuate ill feeling by harboring resentment. 

advantageous – favorable (ME; Fr; L)It is advantageous to study each lesson carefully every night. 

camaraderie – good fellowship (Fr)I enjoy your sense of camaraderie regarding the contest. 

equestrian – related to horseback riding (L)Your equestrian skill is to be commended. 

entomology – zoology dealing with insects (Fr; Grk) Are you interested in entomology (insects) or chemistry?  

erroneous – characterized by mistake (ME; L)Your conclusion is completely erroneous. 

exonerate – relieve of a responsibility (ME; L)It will take a miracle to exonerate that criminal. 

idiomatic – peculiar to a group (ME; L; Grk)It is fun to study and to illustrate idiomatic expressions. 

inexplicable – incapable of being explained (ME; Fr; L)My reaction was inexplicable; I apologize. 

insatiable – quenchless (ME; Fr; L)He has an insatiable desire to serve the Church. 

extemporaneous – uttered on the spur of the moment (L)It is difficult to take two courses in extemporaneous speaking. 

hypercritical – excessively crucial (1605)Do not be hypercritical of your teachers or of your parents. 

hypochondriac – emphasis on physical ailments (L; Grk)She complained so much of illness that they called her a hypochondriac. 

immemorial – extending beyond time and memory (Fr; L)We will remember 911 from time immemorial. 

premeditated – thought about and resolved beforetime (L)The premeditated murder trial mentioned is the theme of the story. 

presumptuous – taking liberties (ME; Fr; L)Plan carefully and proceed carefully; do not be presumptuous. 

proletarian – member of the lowest social economic class (L)The main character is from the proletarian society; not the rich. 

recrimination – a retaliatory accusation (L)We will present this as a response of recrimination after the trial. 

supercilious – coolly and patronizingly haughty; proud (L)Your supercilious, disdainful remarks caused the violent reaction. 

supplication – to ask humbly, earnestly (ME; L)We make prayers of adoration, contrition, thanksgiving and supplication. 

unremitting – constant, incessant (ME; L)Her unremitting spirit lives on in her children and grandchildren. 

agnostic – one not committed to existence or nonexistence of God (Grk)The agnostic will challenge your belief in God. 
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asterisk – character used in printing or writing (L; Grk)Place an asterisk beside the words you do not know. 

dentifrice – tooth cleaner (MFr; L) Colgate Total and Crest are examples of dentifrice. 

euphony – pleasing sound (Fr; L; Grk)The majestic euphony of Milton’s poetry serves to create a certain tone. 

homonym – spelled and pronounced alike; different in meaning (L; Grk) Quail and quail give us an example of a homonym. 

megalith – large rough stone of prehistoric cultures (1853)Stonehenge, England contains examples of the megalith. 

monogamy – married to one person at a time (L; Grk)In our society, monogamy is usually respected. 

monograph – written account on a single thing (1821)Please do a monograph on your favorite artist. 

monolith – single great stone often in the form of a column (Fr; L; Grk)We had pictures taken beside the monolith in Rome. 

neuritis – inflammation of a nerve (L)It is painful when you suffer from neuritis. 

neurology – study of the nervous system (L)If you decide to study neurology, please contact Doctor Miller. 

psychic – related to the soul, self, mind (Grk)Psychic research is very interesting. 

acrophobia – fear of height (L)You cannot be in the circus if you have acrophobia. 

anthropology – science of human beings: nature, destiny (L)Those who study anthropology are interested also in history. 

amphitheater – circular building used for public activities (L; Grk)We will celebrate the awards night in the amphitheater. 

astronomical – enormously large (1556)We had to pay an astronomical amount of money to go to England. 

barometric – instrument to measure atmospheric pressure (1666)The barometric pressure determines the force of the storm. 

bibliomania – extreme desire to collect books (Fr; L)Teachers dream of students with a touch of bibliomania. 

biodegradable – capable of being broken down into innocuous parts (1961) We use biodegradable materials. 

certifiable – (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)If your conclusion is certifiable, it will be to your advantage. 

chromaticity – quality of color characterized by dominant wavelength and purity (Grk 1922)Chromaticity has to do with color. 

chronology – science that deals with dates, divisions, events (L)Please state the chronology the steps leading the WWII.  

cosmopolitan – worldwide scope (Grk)Your cosmopolitan ideas will not be understood in the hills of KT. 

cosmonaut – Russian astronaut (Russian; Grk)Who was the first cosmonaut? 
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credibility – quality of inspiring belief (L)That leader has lost credibility with me. 

customized – altered to individual specifications (1923)The rich graduate received a customized car for his gift. 

geodynamics – having to do with earth (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)When you take that geodynamics course, you will understand my point. 

aristocratic – having to do with small privileged governing class (Fr; L; Grk)We cannot adjust to aristocratic procedures. 

demagogue – leader who uses false premises to gain power (Grk)Candidates for 2008 are trying hard to demagogue the issues. 

dermatitis – inflammation of the skin (L; Grk)You need to go to the doctor for dermatitis. 

ethnocentrism – belief in superiority of one’s group (1900)In a pluralistic society, ethnocentrism need to be avoided. 

euphemism – agreeable expression given for a possibly offensive one (Grk)Deceased is a euphemism for dead. 

polygamy – marriage of one than one mate (1591)She could not imagine a society where polygamy is practiced. 

hydrodynamics – physics: Motion of fluids, forces (1779)Scientists provided courses in hydrodynamics for interested students. 

hypnotic – produce sleep (Fr; L)The movement of the pendulum had a hypnotic effect on me. 

hypothermia – subnormal temperature of the body (L)He suffered from serious hypothermia but doctors saved his life.  

megalith – rough stone of prehistoric cultures (1853)The megalith was found in England. 

mythology – branch of knowledge dealing w myth (L; Grk)The study of mythology helps you understand literature in general. 

onomatopoeia – sound to suit senses (L; Grk)Poetry using onomatopoeia sounds enjoyable. 

pangenesis – disproven heredity mechanism (L)Charles Darwin proposed the theory of pangenesis. 

pneumonia – disease of the lungs (L; Grk)One of the lung diseases is called pneumonia. 

euphemistic – substituted word for better sounding (L; Grk)The speaker was euphemistic; we failed to understand his point. 

claustrophobia – fear of closed spaces (L)The girl suffers from claustrophobia; take her outside, please. 

pneumatic – moved by air pressure (L; Grk)A pneumatic tire is good for all kinds of cars. 

pseudonym – fictitious name (Fr; Grk)Mark Twain is a pseudonym for Samuel Clemens. 

psychoanalysis – technique to study experiences early childhood, dreams (L) For treatment of neurosis, psychoanalysis is used. 

pyromania – impulse to start fires (L)The fire department will give conferences on pyromania. 
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kaleidoscope – instrument containing patterns of color (Grk)This contest gives me a kaleidoscope of ideas. 

bicentennial – 200
th

 anniversary (L; E) Did your town celebrate its bicentennial yet? 

cardiovascular – heart and blood (Intern. Scien. Voc) She was visiting the cardiovascular hospital. 

egocentric – centered on the individual (1894)The president of the group became egocentric after winning the election. 

euphemistic - substituted word for better sounding (L; Grk)The speaker was euphemistic; we failed to understand his point. 

genealogy – study of family pedigrees (ME; Fr; L; Grk)We read the genealogy of Jesus in Matthew. 

frigorific – causing chilling (L)Alaskan winds are frigorific. 

homage – high regard (ME; Fr; L)Pay homage to God; God alone. 

jeopardize – put in danger (ME; Anglo-Fr)Do not jeopardize your reputation under any circumstance. 

laudatory – worthy of praise (L)Your efforts to improve are laudatory. 

libertarian – advocate of doctrine of free will (1789)I caution you about extreme libertarian ideas. 

loquacious – talkative (L)The loquacious girl utilized her ability to speak in forensics. 

medicinal – tending to cure disease (14
th

 Century)Some people use brandy for medicinal purposes. 

obnoxious – highly offensive (L)Some people are downright obnoxious. 

nomenclature – name (L)You will be expected to use the correct nomenclature in the science test.  

nihilism – viewpoint that values and existence is useless (G; L)Anarchy and nihilism are synonyms. 

pedestrian – going on foot (L)Try to be aware of every pedestrian while riding your bike. 

perennial – present all seasons (L)Tiger lilies are perennial flowers. 

philodendron – plant; show foliage (L; Grk)We had to cultivate the pink philodendron, treating it with great care. 

philology – historical comparative linguistics (L; Grk)The student expressed great interest in philology. 

philharmonic – symphony orchestra (Fr; L) I was a member of the philharmonic orchestra. 

psychology – science of mind and behavior (L)The student is interested in psychology. 

somnambulate – sleepwalk (1833)Did you ever somnambulate? 
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somnolent – likely to induce sleep (ME; Fr; L; Grk)I felt somnolent during the conference. 

aerobic – living, acting, occurring in presence of oxygen (1884)Aerobic dancing is popular. 

aerobiology – science dealing w. trans. + effects on pollution.. (1937)Pollen and spores are studied in that aerobiology project. 

aerospace – science dealing w atmosphere + (ME; Anglo-Fr; L)The aerospace industry will continue its area is our frontier. 

amphibian – class of cold-blooded vertebrates(frogs, salamanders) (l;w)(Grk)He read about amphibian semi-terrestrial trip. 

amphitheater – open-space theater (L;Grk)Will you please set up the chairs in the amphitheater? 

anarchy – absence of government (L; Grk)When attacks occur, anarchy results. 

anesthesia – loss of sensation w/ l of consciousness (L; Grk)The dentist gave her anesthesia before the procedure. 

anonymous – unknown authorship (L; Grk)An anonymous complaint is not honored. 

antebellum – existing before a war (L)The term antebellum refers to what existed before the Civil War. 

antiaircraft –concerned w defense war attack (1914)The plane flew through heavy antiaircraft. 

autobiographical – self-descriptive (1771)You need your autobiographical data for the registration. 

circumnavigate – go around (L)Early explorers tried to circumnavigate the globe. 

extracurricular – student activities (1925)I enjoyed the extracurricular activities when I was in high school. 

forecast – to predict some condition (15
th

 Century)The forecast calls for heavy rains. 

forethought – advance planning (14
th

 Century)Mother was known for her forethought. 

illogical – senseless (1588)It is illogical to think that you can learn geometry without studying theorems. 

inaccurate – faulty (1738)Your calculation is inaccurate. 

indecisive – inconclusive (1726)If you continue to be indecisive about your major, you’ll never complete studies. 

intravenous – enter by way of vein (Intern scientific vocab.) I hope I can be treated with the intravenous solution. 

noncommittal – no indication of attitude or feeling (1829)Noncommittal leaders usually fail. 

nonpartisan – free from party bias (1885)Will the parties ever succeed in carrying out a nonpartisan program? 

postglacial – after geologic glacial time (L; Lith; Grk)The Pleistocene period is postglacial. 
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prognosis – prospect (L; Grk)I asked the doctor to explain the prognosis. 

ultraliberal – way beyond traditional forma (L; ME; Fr; L)Ultraliberal politicians scare me. 

immigrant – one who comes from another country to reside in …(1789)We need to look at the needs of the immigrant. 

corpuscle – minute cell (L)A lymph cell is a corpuscle. 

occurrence – event (1539)The director was upset by the occurrence in the twelfth grade yesterday. 

fraudulent – deceitful (15
th

 Century)Her documents were fraudulent. 

picturesque – suggesting a painted scene (Fr; I; L)The picturesque scene emanates peace. 

heiress – female recipient of an inheritance (ME; OFr; L; Grk)The young woman is the heiress to the throne. 

amateurish – adj. amateur – beginner (Fr; L) Some actresses appear amateurish in their first movies. 

List for finals: 

belligerent – waging war (L)Unlike the more belligerent heroes, Yudhistira, the hero of the Indian epic Mahabharata, is reluctant to fight. 

weird – strange (ME; Norse) The child found weird objects in the river. 

ecstasy – state of overwhelming emotion (ME; L: Grk) After the bee, you will experience a state of ecstasy. 

millennium – 1000 years (L) We began a new millennium recently. 

misspell – error in spelling (1655) You did not misspell one word yet. 

rhythmics – the science of rhythm (1859) Music teachers help us in the study of rhythmics. 

peddler/pedlar – one who sells from door to door (14
th

 Century) If you study E. literature, you will read about a pedlar. 

copyright – exclusive legal right to publish (1735) Our work is secured by copyright. 

minuscule – lower case letter; very small (Fr.; L) In Daniel Defoe you will learn about minuscule characters. 

aberration – deviation from the normal (L) A lens is used to cause an aberration in light and color. 

irresistible – unable to oppose (ME; Fr; L) Your offer to go to the beach is irresistible. 

liaison – communication to arrive at mutual agreement (Fr) Please act as liaison in the meeting with leaders. 

harass – annoy persistently (Fr; German) The imposter continued to harass the professional and was arrested. 
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conscientious – guided by conscience. He was a conscientious objector in 1965. 

cemetery – place of burial. Is Lincoln’s whole family buried in that cemetery. 

hierarchy – clergy organized according to rank. Can you name the members of the hierarchy present? 

inoculate – to introduce something into: (ME) The researcher will inoculate the mice with anthrax. 

sacrilegious -- violating the sacred. It is sacrilegious to deliberately damage the Host. 

decaffeinated – without caffeine. Do you drink decaffeinated coffee? 

parvenu or parvenue – one recently risen to wealth or power but not yet secure socially; (F) He is still considered a parvenu by others. 

pastille – aromatic medicated lozenge; If you cough, your teacher will give you the pastille. 


